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Introduction
In this talk, I shall look at the semantics of line drawings. What do the lines in a drawing mean? This is important if we want to make computers draw or understand drawings.

How does this relate to Workshop Thales? There has been a huge amount of work on the semantics of natural language, using formal logic, model theory, lambda calculus, high-dimensional vector spaces, category
theory, statistics, and many other branches of mathematics. This has helped, and will help, with applications such as searching, speech understanding, language translation, and computational humour. But drawings are a
form of language too. So what mathematical techniques can we use to attach meaning to them, and to reason about that meaning? Before we can answer this, we need to know what types of meaning they contain. That
is what my talk is about.
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Line drawings are easy to understand, whether simple ...

From Татьяна Рик, Здравствуйте, Имя Существительное, 1994.
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... or complicated

From Tiger Tim's Annual, 1956.
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But there are no lines in nature
"Line drawing — drawing without shading, cross-hatching or chiaroscuro — permits and conveys the most precise sense of accuracy of any kind of drawing. The facts are laid bare, nothing can be fudget
or obscured. Leonardo used line drawing for his studies of everything from flying machines to the human nervous system.

The irony is that line drawing is less like objects drawn than any other method of drawing. There are planes, shadows, colours in the things we observe, but no lines. There are no lines in nature, in the
human body, in fabricated objects. The lines in drawing are an invention. Line drawing is the most complete artifice in art."

From Michael Craig-Martin, On Being an Artist, 2015.
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There are no lines in nature (2)
"There are no lines in nature, only areas of colour, one against another."

Edouard Manet

 

"The Stroll", Manet, 1880.
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Lines often denote edges and rims
Probably most lines represent edges and "rims": the places where the line of sight grazes the boundary of an object:

We get a wealth of information about the 3-D geometry from these lines and the relation between them. This is very well understood: see Visual Intelligence: How We Create What We See by Donald D. Hoffman,
from which the image comes. There is a summary in "Donald Hoffman's Rules of Visual Intelligence". A more recent explanation, concerned mainly with line drawings rather than images in general, is Part III of Doug
DeCarlo's "Line Drawings and Perception" SIGGRAPH 2005 Course Notes.
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Artists may add lines to indicate form
"The next essential fact always to have at the back of your mind is "form", or the fact that the figure which you are drawing has thickness as well as outline.

If you study closely the great masters of figure drawing in outline, you will be amazed to discover that they manage to indicate the "form" of a body without the use of shading. How is this done? The secret
of these clever drawings is often in certain lines on the figure or head and not actually on the outline — a fold, a collar, a cuff, a crease. Look at these lines carefully, and you will observe that they are very
correctly drawn, sometimes even more than the actual outline. A simple illustration of this point is in Fig. E, Plate 12."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Sketching from Life, 1949.
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Creases indicate form
This is a special case of my previous slide. Artists often emphasise creases in clothing, to add information about the shape of the body and what the person is doing and feeling. A lot of the lines on the skirts below are
rims, where the surface of the skirt grazes the line of sight.

   
From Adrian Porter, The Perfect Debutante, 1937. Drawings by Eileen McGrath.
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Some lines represent fuzzy boundaries
We easily understand that the lines rising from the bathtub represent steam, and we would do so even without the colouring. But in reality, steam does not have a definite boundary.

From Wilhelm Busch, Die schönsten Bildergeschichten für die Jugend, this edition 1960, from a late 19th century original.
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Some lines represent ambiguous objects
When drawing anthropomorphic birds, we need them to be able to hold and manipulate things. But birds' wings don't look at all like human hands. Many illustrators compromise, using lines that suggest both feathers
and fingers, but that are not detailed enough to resemble one at the expense of the other.

From Picgifs.com, "Ducks Clip Art. Free ducks Clip Art pictures and photos".
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Some lines represent ambiguous objects (2)
In the previous slide, part of an object was drawn in little enough detail to make it ambiguous. A variant of this is in drawings such as the famous Rabbit-duck illusion.

. 
From Wikipedia, originally from "Kaninchen und Ente", Fliegende Blätte, 23 October 1892. Suggested by Catina Diamond.
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Some lines are omitted
Parts of the boy's upper lip and chin are not shown in the drawing below, because the light catches them. This is a very common convention.

From Sunshine Stories, probably 1930-1940.
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Some lines are omitted (2)
"The profile mouth closed is also an odd but simple form. Note the lower lip is shorter than the upper. In the second sketch we show a mouth as it is often best shown — no edge to lower lip (because the
light catches it) and emphasis to the lines in shadow."

From L. A. Doust, Simple Sketching in Line, 1950.

 

The image below is an entire face drawn in this style:
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Some lines are omitted (3)
The figures at the right-hand end of the crowd are barely there, yet we interpret them as people.

From David Croal Thomson, Life and Labours of Hablôt Knight Browne "Phiz" , 1884 (limited edition, 110 of 200). Drawn by "Phiz".
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Some lines denote shadow or darkness
The shadow of the boy on the left is made up of cross-hatched lines. The master's black gown is mainly creases on closely-spaced vertical lines.

From The Greyfriars Holiday Annual, 1926.
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Some lines indicate surface orientation
Notice the horizontal lines on the back of the leftmost animal, and the vertical ones on the nose of the rightmost. We are expected to realise that these do not indicate scars or other marks, they just tell us about the
curvature of these surfaces.

From Lupo Alberto Collezione N. 7, 1993.
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Some lines indicate texture
Notice how lines are used to make Desperate Dan's beard, the bear's fur, the metal pipe, etc.

From The Dandy Book, 1966.
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Texture can be emphatic ...

From Percy V. Bradshaw, "I Wish I could Draw" , 1941.
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... or subtle
"Note the sketches of the sheep. The success of these admirable little drawings is due to the most searching observation of construction, and to the clearest realisation of texture. The student has most
clearly differentiated between the woolly coats of the lambs and the shagginess of the mothers. And these sketches, although they are apt to be a wee bit colourless, point out clearly to one the importance
of drawing Edges."

From Percy V. Bradshaw, "I Wish I could Draw" , 1941.
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The same textures can vary greatly in style
We recognise that "Phiz"'s drawing below shows rocks, even though they are much more lightly shaded than in the drawing a few slides ago of coal.

"This sketch of rocks is drawn in the letter a little larger size than here reproduced. The accumulation of heavy masses of rocks is drawn with a boldness and accuracy which has few parallels in similar or
even in more carefully executed work. In it there is no fuss; it is only a simple illustration from a father to a son of something which has struck the artist. He describes the rocks as looking like books that
have been tumbled out, and did not resist the temptation to give his recollections of them, his hasty pen having, in a few lines, rendered his idea of the forms which had impressed him."

From David Croal Thomson, Life and Labours of Hablôt Knight Browne "Phiz" , 1884 (limited edition, 110 of 200). Drawn by "Phiz".
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Texture lines are often omitted
We have all seen cartoons showing brick walls indicated by just a few patches of brick. Texture lines are often omitted to avoid the drawing becoming too "busy". If trying to understand Christopher Hart's drawing
below, a computer would need to realise that the animal actually has fur all round its face.

"These cheek ruffles — with a large neutral space between them where they meet under the chin — are the most natural looking. The straight line of neutral space serves as good "pacing" between the
ruffles. It's a place where the eye can "rest"."

From Christopher Hart, How to Draw Cartoon Baby Animals, 2000.
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Texture through character of line
"What is the texture? Smooth or rough, delicate or coarse, broken or rugged, silky or furry, dull or shiny?

What length of line would best indicate its precise qualities? Should the lines be long, graceful and pliable — mechanically unvaried — short and spasmodic — flowing — thick, or thin?

What directions should the lines take?

You have three definite means of achieving that Line Variety which constitutes so much of the charm of a pen drawing. You have to consider

Character of Line
Direction of Line
Spacing of Line"

From Percy V. Bradshaw, "I Wish I could Draw" , 1941.
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Especially in cartoons, some lines act as symbols

From The Dandy Book, 1979.
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Especially in cartoons, some lines act as symbols (2)
Examples, from the list in Wikipedia's "The Lexicon of Comicana":

Agitrons: wiggly lines around a shaking object or character.
Blurgits, swalloops: curved lines preceding or trailing after a character's moving limbs.
Briffits: clouds of dust that hang in the spot of a swiftly departing character or object.
Dites: diagonal, straight lines drawn across flat, clear and reflective surfaces, such as windows and mirrors.
Emanata: lines drawn around the head to indicate shock or surprise.
Grawlixes: typographical symbols standing for profanities, appearing in dialogue balloons in place of actual dialogue.
Hites: horizontal straight lines trailing after something moving with great speed; or, drawn on something indicating reflectivity (puddle, glass, mirror).
Indotherm: wavy, rising lines used to represent steam or heat; when the same shape is used to denote smell, it is called a wafteron.
Lucaflect: a shiny spot on a surface of something, depicted as a four-paned window shape.
Plewds: flying sweat droplets that appear around a character's head when working hard, stressed, etc.
Quimps: planets resembling Saturn to omit obscenities
Solrads: radiating lines drawn from something luminous like a lightbulb or the sun.
Squeans: little starbursts or circles that signify intoxication, dizziness or sickness.
Vites: vertical straight lines indicating reflectivity (compare dites, hites).

Additional symbolia terms include whiteope, sphericasia, that-a-tron, spurls, oculama, crottles, maledicta balloons, farkles, doozex, staggeration, boozex, digitrons, nittles, quimp and jarns.
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Some lines suggest effects and qualities
"It is a greater achievement to get movement in your drawing than careful finish; this is exemplified in the three sketches at the bottom of Plate 14. What do you notice about the man on the left? He is
walking fast. Yes, and how is this effect of speed shown? Chiefly by the long stride, the body bent at an angle with the rear leg (see dotted line), and swing of right arm backwards. Also by the rapid slashy
lines."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Sketching from Life, 1949.
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Some lines suggest emotion, even when there's little else

From David Croal Thomson, Life and Labours of Hablôt Knight Browne "Phiz" , 1884 (limited edition, 110 of 200). Drawn by "Phiz".
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Some lines suggest emotion

From Peter Coupe, The Beginner's Guide to Drawing Cartoons, 1996.
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The bouba/kiki effect

The emotional effect of line shape is probably partly due to cross-sensory associations such as the bouba/kiki effect: 
Which is "Bouba" and which is "Kiki"?

"The bouba/kiki effect is a non-arbitrary mapping between speech sounds and the visual shape of objects. This effect was first observed by German-American psychologist Wolfgang Köhler in 1929. In
psychological experiments, first conducted on the island of Tenerife (in which the primary language is Spanish), Köhler showed forms similar to those shown at the right and asked participants which shape
was called "takete" and which was called "baluba" ("maluma" in the 1947 version). Although not explicitly stated, Köhler implies that there was a strong preference to pair the jagged shape with "takete"
and the rounded shape with "baluba".

In 2001, Vilayanur S. Ramachandran and Edward Hubbard repeated Köhler's experiment using the words "kiki" and "bouba" and asked American college undergraduates and Tamil speakers in India
"Which of these shapes is bouba and which is kiki?" In both groups, 95% to 98% selected the curvy shape as "bouba" and the jagged one as "kiki"."

From Wikipedia.
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An example of characterful line
The drawing below is from Wilhelm Busch's story Max und Moritz, in which two naughty boys torment their rather bourgeois neighbours and eventually meet their doom in a baker's milling machine. Here, they have
fallen into his dough.

From Wilhelm Busch, Die schönsten Bildergeschichten für die Jugend, this edition 1960, from a late 19th century original.
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Caricature through character of line
"At Fig. 1 you see the man as he is; at Fig. 2 the ordinary type of caricature as still seen in most papers — a style which I think has reached its zenith. But Fig. 3 shows a slight but distinct development. The
change is that although the actual features are still present, they are of less importance than the feeling of the whole. Drooping stolidity is the feeling behind the strong, sweeping lines and solid base. Notice,
especially, the strong centre line upon which the design is built. It is not in the sketch of Fig. 1 nor in the caricature of Fig. 2. If you could look on this Fig. 3 only as a design, with no idea of a human being,
would it convey a feeling similar to the personality of the man? It should do so."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Caricature and Cartoon Drawing, 1936.
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Caricature through character of line (2)
"Fig. 4 is another design-caricature. Please remember that it is not enough just to make a pattern or design. It must be in harmony in line and (or) tone with the character. This is, I think, patently obvious in
Fig. 5. Surely a pun is not out of place when I say that here is a blockhead made of blocks. No imaginative sweeps nor complicated whirls as in Fig. 4, just plain solid chunks; and the whole, also a plain
stolid design — heavy, with a sphinx-like stillness resulting perchance from extreme emptiness instead of, as in the Sphinx, extreme understanding."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Caricature and Cartoon Drawing, 1936.
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Caricature through character of line (3)
"Fig. D is a sketch of Napoleon — a conqueror, an adventurer, a man of deep feelings, finished thoughts, and notable deeds. [...] Fig. F needs (at least I hope so) no label; it is recognisable as the character
intended, yet is psychological enough to drive people past the features into the spirit of the man. It is a blending of design and feature, both bent to bring out the personality. Note especially the sombre
effect of heavy cravat and the strength of mechanical base lines. Also observe how intense the eyes are, due to their geometrical working — their impression is one of vigorous deep thought more than mere
eyes."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Caricature and Cartoon Drawing, 1936.
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Caricature through character of line (4)
"We will now go a step further in the construction of these symbolic caricatures. On Plate 28 I have drawn three designs, which, although not caricatures of persons, are intended in essence to be true
caricatures. I with to say at once that these plates are not necessarily successes, but they are the best suited for my purpose. These three sketches are symbolic designs of three qualities. You will not
recognise these qualities until told, for the same reason that you would not have shouted the name Napoleon on being shown Fig. E of Plate 27.

Fig. A of this plate was drawn while concentrating on the quality — speed. Now you have been told the name or title, I trust that you will see it in every line, and, especially, that you will feel it in the design
as a whole. Looking at the pattern, you should now feel a sensation of speed — and nothing else. Here is the root of all previous remarks in this chapter.

Fig. B is intended to visualise peace. I am not going to attempt to analyse the lines, their cause or excuse: they came with thoughts of peace. I leave you to criticise, analyse, and I hope, improve upon this
conception.

Intelligence is the feeling behind Fig. C of this Plate. You may say that in very truth it needs a name? Yes, but having named it, I believe you may, by looking intensely, have a truer feeling — not thought —
of the quality we call intelligence."

From L. A. Doust, A Manual on Caricature and Cartoon Drawing, 1936.
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Conclusion
Lines give information, sometimes partial or approximate, about object boundaries, and hence about 3-D shape. They also inform about light intensity and texture. Through curvature, thickness, and other properties,
they suggest emotion, mood, and character. Some of this may be because of their resemblance to poses and bodyparts, as well as through cross-sensory associations such as the bouba/kiki effect.

All this is well known to artists. Mathematicians and computer scientists need to understand it too, if writing programs that process or generate drawings. What mathematical techniques might we use to represent the
semantics of line drawings?

One possibility that occurs to me is scale-space filtering for separating out lines used for cross-hatching and other shading. To represent "suprasegmental" information about line character, use sheaves. Let the basis sets
be all open sets of the lines in the drawing, and define functors to a strength of association with poses and bodyparts, as well as to attributes such as those that Paul Klee writes about in in his Pedagogical Sketchbook.

A similar scheme could be used to represent the likelihood that incomplete or ambiguous figures, such as the duck's wing/hands in the clip art, and the people at the right-hand end of the Phiz crowd drawing, actually do
denote a particular object.

Any semantics needs to work on all the drawings I've shown in this talk, including the caricatures and the abstract designs on the previous slide.
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